Introduction
[2] We report on the SOHO observation of a coronal mass ejection (CME) on the solar limb and the subsequent in situ detection at Ulysses, which was near quadrature [Suess et al., 2000] at the time, above the location of the CME. SOHO-Ulysses quadrature was 13 June, when Ulysses was 3.36 AU from the Sun and 58.2°south of the equator off the east limb. The slow streamer blowout was on 10 June, when the SOHO-SunUlysses angle was 87°.
[3] The CME was caused by a slow streamer blowout [Howard et al., 1985] which began on 10 June 2000 before 07:30h and did not finish before $15:00h. Apparently as a consequence of slow eruption, a CME was reported in C2 but not in C3 (http://lasco-www.nrl.navy.mil/cmelist.html). Slow eruptions produce relatively small density compressions at the front of the CME and therefore are less visible than fast CMEs. The event produced a substantial interplanetary CME (ICME) at Ulysses (http://swoops.lanl.gov/). Cool material was detected in the corona with UVCS (OVI) and EIT (He304Å ) and cool material was also detected in the ICME. The event was surrounded before and after by quiet conditions for at least two days, allowing unambiguous identification of the ICME even though Ulysses was beyond 3 AU.
[4] As originally identified, slow streamer blowouts occur in two phases [Howard et al., 1985] , beginning with the streamer growing in size, followed by the streamer fading over a few hours. The blowout propagates outward at 100-400 km/s and leaves behind a cleaned-out corona, usually without the initial streamer. The 10 June 2000 event exhibits all of these properties. More commonly, explosive streamer blowouts with speeds of >500 km/s are studied [e.g., Raymond et al., 2003] . There are few reports of the interplanetary signature of slow blowouts. We discuss the long time-scale of the eruption and how this affected the properties of the ICME, the chemical and ionization state of the CME insofar as can be determined, and whether the ICME contained primary ejecta and/or planar magnetic structures [Jones and Balogh, 2000] . The results help define what constitutes ICMEs from slow streamer blowouts and provide background for the studies of limb events that will be done with STEREO. A requirement for this type of analysis has been identified by, e.g., Shinde and Russell [2003] .
[5] This quadrature observation and analysis can be compared to recent reports of halo coronal mass ejections (HCMEs) observed from SOHO that were subsequently identified in situ at Wind and/or ACE [Burlaga et al., 2002; Gloeckler et al., 1999; Li et al., 2001] . HCMEs are subject to uncertainties that can make quadrature observations of limb events preferable for study, including: (1) HCMEs are inherently weak because the occultation disk diameter for the SOHO/LASCO-C2 instrument has an effective radius of 4 solar radii (R S ) for a 30°cone-angle CME. (2) HCMEs are rarely symmetric so that the propagation direction is difficult to assess from the circularity of the halo.
SOHO and Earth-Based Observations
[6] On 10 June 2000 solar rotation had carried a quiet streamer directly onto the southeast limb at 50°-60°south of the equator. The streamer (Figure 1a) [see also Bemporad et al., 2003 ] then disappeared over the next $10 hours (Figures 1c and 1d ). Figure 1b shows this in a series of successive contours marking the bright outer edge of three portions (events A -C) of the overall transient. The CME in the LASCO-C2 list was event C. The first activity detected was a small rising filament in He304Å (Figures 1g and 1h ). This was accompanied by a swelling of the streamer (Table 1 , 07:31h contour in Figure 1b ). Faint transients were visible in C3 (Figures 1e and 1f) . Mauna Loa Solar Observatory (1 -2 R , Figures 1c and 1d ) confirmed the presence of the streamer at 1 -2 R at 17:00-18:00h on 9 June and its absence at 17:00 -18:00h on 10 June.
[7] The time-height profiles and speeds for events A-C are shown in Figure 2 . These were measured at the leading edges of the transients. The small discontinuities in the profiles at the juncture between C2 and C3 are probably a consequence of errors in estimating the diameters of the occultation disks. Two additional data points are for the rising He304Å filament from EIT and a transient, spatially limited, observation of enhanced OVI emission at 1.6 R with UVCS. The UVCS observation suggests the presence of cool prominence material and places an upper limit on the speed of the enhancement through the apparent absence of Doppler dimming (<100 km/s). The He304Å speed is a broad limit derived from Figures 1g and 1h. Event A (Figures 1b and 2 ) never achieved a speed above $225 km/s inside 10 R . Event B had a higher speed while event C showed little acceleration or deceleration. The speeds are all <400 km/s inside 10 R .
Ulysses Observations
[8] Measurements at Ulysses are summarized in Figure 3 . The isolation of the event in time permits unambiguous identification of the ICME with the 10 June events. The figure shows, respectively from the top panel, the proton density scaled as 1/r 2 to 1 AU, solar wind speed, proton temperature, ratio of alpha to proton density, interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) strength (unscaled), and the q-and f-angles of the magnetic field in heliographic polar (RTN) coordinates. The plasma and magnetic data are from the SWOOPS and VHM/FGM instruments, respectively. Three times scales are shown across the bottom. The first and second are the date and the day of year at Ulysses. The third scale is an estimate of the origin time of the ICME at the Sun made using the average speed for the interval shown, 347 km/s. CMEs generally start with a higher speed than the ambient solar wind -even in this case for a slow streamer blowout. Therefore the extrapolation does not invoke a correction for residual acceleration near the Sun [Neugebauer et al., 1998 ]. The estimated origin time of the ICME interval is centered at the Sun on 10 June 2000. There was no other significant activity in the southeast quadrant of the Sun for two days preceding and following 10 June so the events on 10 June had to cause this ICME.
[9] The plasma data are one hour averages while the magnetic data are 1 minute averages. The absence of data on 27 June is due to one of the very rare gaps in Ulysses data. The bars across the top of the figure provide additional information and some interpretation. The top bar notes the observation that the proton temperature is low and alpha abundance (N a /N p , Figure 3 ) enhanced in a narrow interval surrounding the data gap. N a /N p is generally 0.03 near sector boundaries, but can soar to >0.1 in CMEs [Galvin, [Galvin, 1997; Skoug et al., 1999] . Raised ionization states imply high 'freeze-in' temperatures and an origin in streamers. The charge state of Fe was not enhanced in this ICME, again possibly due to the slowness of the eruption. Bidirectional fluxes of 100 eV ($10 6 K) electrons (BDEs, fourth bar) are indicative of electron heat flux trapped on magnetic field lines that either connect back to the Sun on both ends or are closed loops [Gosling, 1990] . These are also taken as characteristic of an ICME. On 26-27 June the IMF went through a substantial rotation, shown by the continuous changes in the q and f angles. This appears to be a magnetic cloud [Burlaga, 1991] , as indicated by the next bar at the top of Figure 3 . There are two small shocks also present during this interval, on 24 and 28 June. These could be remnants of shocks produced by the initial CME and are small in these data because Ulysses was more than 3 AU from the Sun and the CME was relatively slow (Figure 2) .
[10] These data determine the boundaries of the ICME. Gosling and Forsyth [2001] found the ICME to lie in the interval indicated by the darker shaded bar at the top of Figure 3 , based on the occurrence of BDEs, a low plasma b, low T p , a flux rope (magnetic cloud), and radial expansion. The argument can also be made for the slightly larger interval indicated by the light gray shading in Figure 3 , based on the increase in C6/C5 and the magnetic field.
[11] This ICME exhibits two interplanetary processes. The first is merging [Burlaga et al., 2002] . The individual events of 10 June are no longer distinguishable and speed changes, which become smaller with merging and increasing distance from the Sun, are no more than a 50 km/s throughout the ICME. The second process is expansion in time/radius and the overall ICME lasts much longer than the initial several hours. The expansion speed can be estimated using the duration of the eruption at the Sun ($7 hours, Figure 2 ) and at Ulysses (3 -3.5 days). The result is that the average expansion speed is 65 -75 km/s between the Sun and 3.36 AU. The fast mode speed inside the ICME, <50 km/s, limits the local expansion speed. That the average speed is larger than this means that much of the expansion took place closer to the Sun. The amount of expansion is typical for an ICME at more than 3 AU from the Sun so the low initial speed of the CME seems to have had little influence on the expansion.
[12] Near the beginning of the ICME, at 02:00-16:00 on 25 June, the magnetic field vector oscillates back and forth several times. This is, potentially, a planar magnetic structure which can occur as the magnetic field is compressed [Jones and Balogh, 2000] . Figure 4 shows a q-f scatter plot for this interval. The alternating field direction shown here is characteristic of Alfvénic fluctuations [Nakagawa et al., 1989] , as opposed to the smooth rotation back and forth for planar magnetic structures. Also, planar magnetic structures tend to lie before BDE events in ICMEs. These Alfvénic fluctuations are coincident with the strongest of the BDE events. We have no explanation for why Alfvénic fluctuations would be associated with BDEs. The BDE event appears to be time-resolved, so it is probably not a case of aliasing.
Discussion
[13] The slow streamer blowout on 10 June 2000 caused a typical ICME at Ulysses, which was above the location of the streamer. The LASCO CME event list identified only a weak CME in C2. We speculate that similar transients directed towards the Earth would probably not cause a detectable HCME in LASCO/C2 due to the absence of compression-caused density enhancement at the front edge. This study of the same plasma, first analyzed remotely with SOHO and subsequently in situ with Ulysses, presents a useful complement to the study of HCMEs, with some advantages for quantitative analysis of the interplanetary signature.
[14] Cool, possibly prominence material that was detected by SOHO/UVCS at the Sun may also have been seen at Ulysses in the form of enhanced alpha particle abundance. Ulysses also detected an enhanced high first ionization potential (FIP) abundance in Fe/O that is also characteristic of both slow wind and CMEs. The ICME had only minor enhancements in high charge state species. The long duration of the streamer blowout may explain why high FIP elements and alpha particles were not more enhanced. An impulsive event might be expected to lift off more material from very low in the corona.
